Hartung carries the widest selection of Decorative Glass on the West Coast; available in cut-size lites, stock sheets and cases.
After 85 years of providing innovative glass solutions, Hartung Glass Industries appreciates the infinite beauty of glass more than ever.

We look at a raw stock sheet of glass the same way a painter views a blank canvas. With skilled craftsmen and modern manufacturing technologies, the possibilities are endless.

Our team members are artists. Our facilities are studios. Our medium is glass.

"Your inspiration is our passion.

"Technically, it was a very difficult job. If it wasn’t for Lami Glass being as organized as they were, we could have potentially lost tens of thousands of dollars a day in fines and penalties. Lami Glass did better on this project than any other glass supplier in the history of our company. The service was outstanding.”

- Colin Rimes, Superior Glass

“Hartung Glass is possibly the first and only company in the world with full inline capability to handle uniquely all major coating types for Spandrel and Decorative Glass using the screen printing and roller coating processes in one purpose-built climate controlled integrated clean room.”

- Mike Young, Imagetek Consulting International

"Hartung Glass is possibly the first and only company in the world with full inline capability to handle uniquely all major coating types for Spandrel and Decorative Glass using the screen printing and roller coating process in one purpose-built climate controlled integrated clean room."

- Colin Rimes, Superior Glass

The Hartung Studio IMPRESSIONS Ceramic Frit Advantage:

- FREE color matching to the most popular color systems including Pantone® , Benjamin Moore® and Sherwin Williams®
- 38 standard colors including translucent white & etch
- Complete selection of product offerings
- The capability to screen on both #1 and #2 glass surfaces
- Total Quality Management production assurance
- Competitive price and lead times

DECORATIVE

The combination of choices and applications of Hartung Studio’s decorative products are limited only by one’s imagination. Ceramic Frit, Opaci-Coat-500® and DecoVas™ can be used to complement nearly any type of decorative glass product available including Hartung’s SURESTEP Stair and Flooring Systems, IMPACT Decorative Laminated Glass and TOTAL Vision Frameless Doors and Showers.

SPANDEL

Available in Ceramic Frit, Opaci-Coat-500® and Opaci-Coat-500®, Hartung is a recognized leader in spandrel glass; a popular design element in modern architecture. The technique masks mechanical and structural elements by adding opacity to non-visual areas in order to maintain an aesthetic, seamless continuity.

CERAMIC FRIT continues to set the standard for Spandrel & Decorative glass color availability, design capability, durability and value. Whether printed by silk screen or roll coater, Ceramic Frit ink is fired directly into the glass surface during heat treating resulting in superior adhesion which is extremely resistant to mechanical and chemical damage.

OPACI-COAT-300® is a water-based silicone product that provides architects and designers further choice for their spandrel glass requirements. Opaci-Coat-300® coated glass may be specified in any color found on a color chip. Color matching is computerized and exact.

OPACI-COAT-500® is a 100% silicone based product suited for both interior and exterior spandrel and decorative applications. Opaci-Coat-500® can also be used in 4-sided structural glazing systems or as wall cladding. Create stunning glass landscapes with Opaci-Coat-500®, available in 13 standard colors and an endless array of custom colors.

DecoVas™ is a ceramic-like silicone hybrid hard coating designed for first or second surface decorative applications. It is available in solid opaque colors as well as frost, sandblast, and metallic effects. DecoVas™ is extremely durable and able to be applied to a wide range of substrates including glass and metal.

Contact a Hartung sales representative for more information or to request an IMPRESSIONS glass sample.
IMPACT Decorative by Lami Glass combines the structural safety and security of laminated glass with the brilliant color and high resolution of printed film. Originally engineered to hold shattered automobile windshields in once piece, modern laminated glass is used extensively in Blast / Bullet Resistant, Hurricane Impact, Sound Control, Soft-Cost Low-E, and Bent Laminated applications.

In addition to exceptional strength and acoustical characteristics, IMPACT has the ability to create truly unique glass combinations by laminating different layers of films, colors, textures and patterns, such as IMPRESSIONS Silk Screened Glass, into a single lite of glass. For more information visit www.lamiglass.ca

Vanceva® Color Interlayers

Often a path for natural day lighting, today’s windows offer Architects and Designers a dynamic palette on which to display color. Architects and Designers continue to push the envelope, developing innovative color design methods for every glazing application. When exploring light, form and space in the design process, glass can be the answer for all three considerations with the addition of Vanceva®. Now hospitals, living rooms, and urban facades can showcase color in the glazing design. Color and light are used not only to define space, but to stimulate and even inspire those who inhabit it.

We all see, perceive and experience color in different ways. Let the Vanceva® color experts at Hartung guide you through your next color selection to bring your exact design vision to life.

**Vanceva® Color Interlayers**

Often a path for natural day lighting, today’s windows offer Architects and Designers a dynamic palette on which to display color. Architects and Designers continue to push the envelope, developing innovative color design methods for every glazing application. When exploring light, form and space in the design process, glass can be the answer for all three considerations with the addition of Vanceva®. Now hospitals, living rooms, and urban facades can showcase color in the glazing design. Color and light are used not only to define space, but to stimulate and even inspire those who inhabit it.

We all see, perceive and experience color in different ways. Let the Vanceva® color experts at Hartung guide you through your next color selection to bring your exact design vision to life.
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**Viewcol High Resolution Film**

Viewcol is a high resolution 0.125-mm thin transparent film for laminating photo quality images within two or more lites of glass. Suitable for both interior and exterior applications, Viewcol offers architects and designers further creative design choice. Anything from corporate logos, to images of luscious fruit or cascading waterfalls can be placed on the exterior or interior of a building, changing the structure into a collage of bright and inviting colors.

Viewcol has come up with the answer to the bland glass facade and interior by developing a product to laminate high resolution imagery into glass. Literally any design or image can be reproduced as long as the quality of the original supports the final size of the reproduction.
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**Heavy Frameless TOTAL Vision System (TVS)**

Doors and Showers allow for maximum use of visibility, light and design. Depending on the application, TVS can be ultra clear for storefronts, opaque for privacy or completely outside the box with custom designs and colors.

Hartung TOTAL Vision Systems are increasingly customized with multiple layers of complimentary decorative effects such as both IMPACT Decorative by Lami Glass and IMPRESSIONS Silk Screened glass. Through technology and innovation, Hartung Studio has the solution for your inspiration.

**Agalite Shower & Bath Enclosures** are well known as being the best quality on the market with the highest customer satisfaction.

The **Estate Collection** is simply the finest shower available with heavy 3/8” or 1/2” frameless glass.

The **Accent Collection**, by far Agalite’s most popular, features 1/4” glass complete with high quality, functional design and contemporary style.

The **Fresco Collection** displays a fully framed, distinct look to accentuate any décor.

The **Vision Collection** offers flexibility at an affordable price making it the collection of choice for those seeking style with value.

All options are available in a wide selection of glass types including satin etch, ultra clear low iron and heavy textured and cast glass products. Agalite also has an unequaled selection of hardware available in a huge assortment of metal finishes.

Purchasing from Agalite is your assurance that your shower or tub enclosure will be the ultimate expression of elegance, style and quality.

View the complete catalog of Agalite collections at www.agalite.com

---

**SURESTEP Stair Treads & Flooring** from Hartung Studio are custom built to your exacting specifications. For optimal traction control, SURESTEP utilizes a permanently fused, non-slip IMPRESSIONS Ceramic Frit which is available in a variety of colors.

SURESTEP Stair Treads & Flooring can be combined with many of the decorative architectural products available through Hartung Studio.

---

**SURESTEP Stair Treads**

complete with IMPRESSIONS Silk Screened Glass

**Anti-Slip Traction Control**

---

**TOTAL VISION SYSTEMS**

Heavy Frameless TOTAL Vision System (TVS) Doors and Showers allow for maximum use of visibility, light and design. Depending on the application, TVS can be ultra clear for storefronts, opaque for privacy or completely outside the box with custom designs and colors.

Hartung TOTAL Vision Systems are increasingly customized with multiple layers of complimentary decorative effects such as both IMPACT Decorative by Lami Glass and IMPRESSIONS Silk Screened glass. Through technology and innovation, Hartung Studio has the solution for your inspiration.

Agalite Shower & Bath Enclosures are well known as being the best quality on the market with the highest customer satisfaction.

The **Estate Collection** is simply the finest shower available with heavy 3/8” or 1/2” frameless glass.

The **Accent Collection**, by far Agalite’s most popular, features 1/4” glass complete with high quality, functional design and contemporary style.

The **Fresco Collection** displays a fully framed, distinct look to accentuate any décor. The **Vision Collection** offers flexibility at an affordable price making it the collection of choice for those seeking style with value.

All options are available in a wide selection of glass types including satin etch, ultra clear low iron and heavy textured and cast glass products. Agalite also has an unequaled selection of hardware available in a huge assortment of metal finishes.

Purchasing from Agalite is your assurance that your shower or tub enclosure will be the ultimate expression of elegance, style and quality.

View the complete catalog of Agalite collections at www.agalite.com